
Our team has a renowned history of 
providing the industry’s finest customer 
service, continually acknowledged by 
thousands of users and IT professionals 
who put their trust in us every day.

WWe are dedicated to developing innovative 
imaging solutions that greatly improve 
image quality and stability. Making imaging 
more efficient and reducing costs are the 
cornerstones of our mission.

About Double Black Imaging 

Double Black Imaging’s Phoenix workstations 
feature solutions to take the Radiologist from the 
home office to the reading room. Manufactured in 
the USA with German made actuators, the Phoenix 
line-up is purposefully built for Radiology. Each 
Phoenix model is designed with high-grade 
aluminum legs that will not rust or corrode. 
Additional cross bAdditional cross bracing prevents buckling over 
time as seen with other brands.

Radiology has always been a demanding profession. An 
ideal Radiologist workspace should emphasize 
productivity, optimize workflow and promote a healthy 
work environment. The ability for Radiologists to adjust 
key factors at the workstation such as lighting, sound, 
desk height, the height and depth of the displays directly 
impact their productivity and comfort. In addition, 
radiologists who hradiologists who have more control over their working 
conditions may work longer in the profession with a 
greater degree of job satisfaction. These factors can 
positively influence the culture of a clinic or hospital.

The Phoenix II features include:

 Comfortable waterfall edge finish
 Ez-Track Monitor mounting system with height and      
 depth adjustment
 Electronic sit to stand capability, 4 presets with soft     
 collision safety stop sensor and Bluetooth Capability  
 Privacy panels for ambient sound and light abatement
 Desktop power with additional USB ports
 Wireless mobile phone charger with Pop Up USB charger
  Dimmable Gooseneck task lighting to reduce eye strain
 Adjustable ambient backlighting to reduce eye strain
 Built in personal air circulation
 Sturdy CPU Rack that moves with the workstation,
 positions adjacent to cable management compartment
 for ease of set up and eliminates cable disconnection
 issues
  Sleek, Integrated wire management
 Optional Monitor, CPU, and/or seating bundles

The Ultimate Radiology Workstation Phoenix Ergonomic workstations
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10 year warranty on base, 5 year warranty on work surface.  

Under Desk Cable Closet, Wire Management box includes 
18 outlet power bar, 110-125V AC, 50-60 Hz.

Gooseneck LED Task Dimmable Task Light
Under Desk CPU Holder, adjusts from 4” - 9 1/2“ Wide and 11 
1/2” to 21” High, Supports up to 75 lbs.

(2) Charging Docks each with (2) USB Ports (A&C) and (1) AC

4 Programmable Presets with Bluetooth capability

450 lbs for Phoenix II, 140 lbs for Ez-Track Monitor Mount

27” to 47”

72” Phoenix II - 30” x 72” x 33”  Bow Front 
with Waterfall Edge

Warranty

Cable Management

Surface Task Lighting
CPU Holder

Surface Power - Flush Mount

Wireless Phone and USB Pop Up ChargerWireless Charging

Programmable Presets

Weight Capacity

Height Adjustability

Surface Size (H x W x D)

Phoenix IIFeatures

Surface and Base Finishes

Phoenix II

Under Desk CPU 
holder moves with 
desk for ease of use

Personal Air Circulation
Sleek, Hidden Wire Management with 18 Power Outlets 

Personal Air Circulation

Display systems and CPU available preconfigured by Double Black Imaging with Bundle Pricing

Dimmable Task Light
to ease eye strain

and provide soft ambient
lighting

Pop Up Wireless Charger 
with USB Charging

Ez-Track Monitor Mount for 
Height/Depth Adjustment
and multiple displays,

includes Ambient Backlighting

Heavy Duty Aluminum base
with Cross Bracing 
to eliminate buckling

Flush Mount USB
and AC Power

for Speech Mike and 
Charging Station

Privacy Panels add
increased 

sound abatement



Teleradiology Bundled Solutions
Double Black Imaging offers fully bundled solutions to pair with our Phoenix line of Radiology Workstations.  
All diagnostic displays from Double Black Imaging are equipped with built in front sensors for hands-free automatic 
DICOM 3.14 calibration, backlight sensors, and ambient light sensors to maintain stability and accuracy 
over time. The CFS Calibration Software Suite for remote calibration, conformance, report generation, 
and non-conformance alerts via the web, is included with all DBI diagnostic displays. 

Included with DBI’s Calibration suite is the CFS Productivity Toolkit.  This software consists of several utilities 
designed to imprdesigned to improve user workflow, enhance visual clarity, and reduce distraction, ultimately diminishing 
visual strain.  The CFS toolkit increases cursor movement efficiency while minimizing hand strain, fatigue, 
and frustration.  

Take Advantage of our direct
relationships for workstations.
DBI will preconfigure all displays, 
graphic controllers and calibration 
software prior to shipment.

Wide range of resolutions for PACS, Clinical, and 
Mammo/Tomo use.

Superior image quality to other medical displays
on the market.

Automatic Calibration for DICOM Compliance

Email Alerting and Reporting for Joint Commission and 
MQSA built in.

Pre-Configured systems with displays, CPUs, and 
Ergonomic workstation options.

CFS Enterprise Suite hosted within enterprise walls.
Keep your information and enterprise safe.  No 3rd party 
or foreign access required, eliminating potential data breaches
caused by confidential information being sent through foreign
relay servers.

Featured Add-Ons

Ergonomic Seating
Reduces back pain and 
improves productivity
by promoting proper

alignment.
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